
Skill 4: Manage Your Money 
 
Students will be able to (SWBAT): 

1. Define the skill Manage Your Money and identify why the skill is important. 
2. Develop a plan to improve their own proficiency in the skill Manage Your Money. 

 
Provided Materials: 

 Skill 4: Manage Your Money – Chain Reactions 

 Skill 4: Manage Your Money – Development Plan 
 

 
Skill Definition: Manage Your Money means making sure not to spend more money than you are 
earning; being able to pay your debts and track long-term savings and investments. 
 

 
Warm Up Brainstorm (5-10 minutes): Ask students to identify indicators that someone has strong 
money management skills.  Write their responses on the board for them to record in their notes, and 
add the following indicators if they run out of ideas: 
 

 Avoiding debt 

 Maintaining a positive bank account  

 Spending income only on necessary 
items 

 Saving earnings 

 Keeping a record of income and 
expenditures 

 
Write the provided skill definition on the board for students to copy and explain how the indicators 
from the discussion are necessary for managing your money.  
 
Guided Activity (20-25 minutes): Divide the class into 5 groups and assign each group one of the 
following roles to play (there is one extra role in case you need to make 6 groups):  
 

 The government of a country 

 Parents of a high school student 

 A high school student 

 Owner of a small local business 

 Owner of a global corporation 

 The Trustees of a private university 



 
Hand out copies of Skill 4: Manage Your Money – Chain Reactions to students.  Instruct 
students to write the role you gave them in the first box along with “poorly manages money”.  So, 
for example, the first group would write, “The government of a country poorly manages 
money.”  Each group should then brainstorm “what happens when X does not know how to 
manage money?” and write in the boxes that follow the chain reaction of what happens and who is 
affected by the situation.   Give groups about 10 minutes to do this. 
 
Then shuffle the students so there is one person from each of the original groups in each new 
group.  Ask them to take turns sharing out their brainstorms of what happens when the people in 
each role mismanage their money.  When the groups have finished their sharing, ask the larger class, 
“So why is it important to be able to manage your money?” and let them discuss what they’ve 
learned from the exercise.  Ideally, students will mention that if you mismanage your money not only 
will it hurt you, but there can also be a chain reaction of other consequences.   
 
Independent Practice (5-10 minutes): Students complete the Skill 4: Manage Your Money – 
Development Plan. 
 
Evaluation: Assess the quality of the plans completed by the students and provide feedback using 
Part Three of this manual; compare to the responses they gave for Skill 4 in their initial Student 
Skills Assessment.  
 
Extension Activity: 

 Provide students with a financial log to keep track of their income and expenditures. 

  



Skill 4: Manage Your Money – Chain Reactions 
 

Name:         Date:      
 

Directions: Your group will be given a role to play and your job is to figure out what happens when 

a person or people in that role do not manage their money well.  Brainstorm and write down the 

chain reaction of who/what is affected by mismanagement of money in the given situation.  You 

will be responsible for sharing your group’s ideas with students from another group.   

  



Skill 4: Manage Your Money – Development Plan 
 
Name:         Date:      
 
Directions: Give yourself a rating of 1, 2, 3, or 4 in this skill, with 1 indicating poor proficiency and 

4 indicating excellence in the skill. Provide evidence for your rating. 

Rating:  ____ 

Evidence:  

 

 

 

 

Where do you want to be in six months and how will you measure your progress? 

 

 

 

 

List academic and non-academic activities to help you achieve your goal in six months, using the 

back of this page if necessary.  Each activity should be a specific academic experience, class, 

community service project, extra-curricular activity, internship or job.  List them in order from the 

most important to the least important. 

 

 

 

 

 


